Global eTrade Services Joins INTTRA by E2open’s partner network to help
shippers and carriers orchestrate their supply chain via its CALISTATM platform

Singapore, 15th May 2019 – Global eTrade Services (GeTS), a global trade platform
company and a subsidiary of CrimsonLogic (a provider of digital government solutions,
products and services), announced they have joined INTTRA by E2open’s partner
network. The agreement extends CALISTATM, a global supply chain orchestration
platform that enables the orchestration of physical logistics, statutory compliance and
financial requirements, to INTTRA’s shipping and carrier network connecting over 30,000
shippers to approximately 60 carriers and NVOCCs on top of its growing network.
INTTRA’s global network of shippers will be able to access a global network of trade
community through the interoperable, neutral trusted CALISTATM platform underpin by
blockchain technology. Users can leverage the global single electronic gateway to file
cross border declarations, enabling seamless trade compliance declaration across
multiple countries. This enables easier trade across borders from Asia, to North and Latin
America regions where manifests can be filed electronically on a single platform.
Shippers can also access ‘hive’ (highly interconnected & vibrant e-trade), a global
network and community of freight forwarders allowing them to establish partnerships
and facilitate collaboration among the community, and access to a wide range of
opportunities and services not limited to geographies.

Mr Eugene Wong Chairman of GeTS and CrimsonLogic said: “There is unlimited
potential in enabling the supply chain flow through this collaboration to unlock new
connections and generate new business opportunities between users on CALISTATM and
INTTRA. We expect the users to benefit positively as INTTRA streamlines the ocean trade
process while GeTS brings its G2B and B2B trade domain expertise and technological
capabilities to the trade community.”
“We welcome GeTS and the innovative CALISTATM platform, which helps shippers
facilitate trade through the better management and movement of goods, financing
and compliance,” said Ms Sherrie Orzechowski, Vice President of Global Alliances,
INTTRA by E2open. “Their customizable solutions will be a valuable resource for INTTRA
customers and shippers managing their assets and inventory, including those seeking
customs clearance and information on specific port events.”
“Managing supply chain activities are challenging, for example data flow and
authenticity of data, regulatory requirements, financing and manual-intensive
processes. Through the collaboration between GeTS and INTTRA, users in US, Canada,
Latin America, Europe and Asia will be able to orchestrate supply chain activities
seamlessly and securely globally,” says Mr Chong Kok Keong, CEO of GeTS.
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About Global eTrade Services
Global eTrade Services (GeTS), a global leading trade platform company, is shaping
the future of trade and supply chain with its innovative use of technology and deep
G2B and B2B domain expertise. GeTS enables the orchestration of physical logistics,
compliance and financial requirements of trade and supply chain seamlessly, smartly
and securely, thus powering global trade by making it accessible, predictable and
easier to fulfil. The company has linkages to 26 Customs nodes across the world, with
more than 175,000 connected parties and conducting more than 18 million
transactions annually.

